Jadooz Two Screen Platinum Specification

**Theater*2 – 80-Seater**

- Projection: 4K/3D/Full HD
- Sound: 5.1 Stereo
- Screen: Silver Screen
- Jadooz Secure Multi Content Offline TPE
- Jadooz integrated Multi-Platform AI based billing, reconciliation, advertising & content booking engine
- Integrated content delivery system: Satellite – IP - JEPD, JEHD
- Centralized AI based intelligent surveillance and user reconciliation system
- Jadooz design @ Architecture, Technology, Delivery, VR

**VR World**

- State of the art VR Zone
- 2 VR Pod with an additional capacity of 1 VR Pod
- VR Library corner with Bean Bags, Books & VR Glasses

**Café**

- 30-Seater Chai Nashta Cafe